
Reducing Operational Costs and Improving Quality of 
Service at the U.S. Department of Homeland Security
Customs and Border Protection within the U.S. Department of Homeland Security implemented Oracle 
Exadata* and improved query performance by 30x. Queries that used to take two-and-a-half hours 
to complete now return in about four minutes.1 The organization also simplified system support and 
positioned itself strategically for the future.

ExECUtIvE SUmmaRy
Each day, the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) handles tens of terabytes of data, using it to feed the critical 
applications and systems the organization depends on to help maintain public safety. Part of the department’s mission is 
fulfilled by Customs and Border Protection (CBP), the agency responsible for securing the borders of the United States 
while simultaneously facilitating the flow of legitimate trade and travel.

Because CBP must continually meet the challenges of increasing services while operating under significant budgetary 
pressure, the agency places a premium on identifying and enacting operational efficiencies. That necessity is a prime 
driver of its IT strategy. One highly successful outcome of the imperative to drive up efficiency has been the adoption of 
Oracle Exadata* within the data tier, which has led to significant benefits in terms of performance, stability, security, and 
energy efficiency.

This white paper examines how Exadata fits the strategic and operational needs of CBP. It traces the evolution of the 
agency’s IT organization from using expensive, customized government off-the-shelf (GOTS) systems to commodity 
commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware. It also examines how the Intel® architecture-based server infrastructure that 
underlies the Oracle Exadata Database Machine supports that shift. The paper also explores how engineered solutions 
based on COTS helped the agency create a modern, standards-based IT infrastructure that ultimately builds efficiency, 
flexibility, and cost-effectiveness into operations.

Strategic architecture initiatives at CBP are also explored, including the agency’s Target Architecture and Common 
Delivery Platform, which together define the future of IT at the agency, and how the Oracle Exadata Database Machine 
fits into that vision. Strategically, the implementation takes advantage of co-engineering by Intel and Oracle to replace 
traditional symmetric multi-processing (SMP) infrastructures and help prepare the organization for the cloud and 
ongoing green computing initiatives.

The paper concludes by describing the operational benefits of the strategic shift in terms of automation, standardization, 
and simplification. It also introduces some of the specific advantages in terms of performance, reliability, security, and 
energy efficiency that CBP has realized from implementing the Exadata Database Machine.
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meeting mission Imperatives 
at CBP
CBP is charged with guarding 
America’s borders from threats of 
every description and enforcing the 
laws of the United States while also 
balancing the needs of security for 
those who engage in legitimate travel 
and trade. To manage the daily traffic 
of millions of people, vehicles, and 
shipments of goods, the agency must 
effectively and economically apply 
technology to its fullest capacity.

In service of that goal, CBP runs a 
massive data center of more than 
70,000 square feet, including 40,000 
square feet of raised-floor facilities, 
in addition to a widely dispersed 
network of locations, many in harsh 
and remote operating environments. 
More than 5,000 IT staff members, 
including government employees and 
contractors, maintain these facilities 
and operations.

The solutions the IT organization 
implement must be robust, scalable, 
and secure. Uninterrupted 24x7x365 
operation is a necessity, since an hour 
of downtime can back up as many 
as 120,000 people at the borders 
during peak traffic times. Within that 
framework of requirements, CBP must 
flawlessly maintain an environment of 
massive data stores:

•	Large repository. More than 6.5 
petabytes of raw SAN/NAS storage 
and 45 petabytes of total storage.

•	High transaction rates. As many 
as 10 billion data requests and 
transactions per day on the 
mainframes alone.

•	Demanding security requirements. 
An average of 49 million security 
events per day.

Using that data, the Target Analysis 
group tracks people and cargo 
passing through borders, targeting 
unauthorized travelers and specific 
types of shipments to identify issues 
such as security risks and tax evasion. 
As part of the organization’s approach 
to handle those requirements quickly 
and economically, they depend on the 
Oracle Exadata Database Machine, 
an easy-to-deploy solution featuring 
Oracle Database 11g*.

The Role of Oracle Exadata at CBP
The Oracle Exadata Database 
Machine provides high performance, 
security, reliability, and energy 
efficiency. “With the Oracle Exadata 
environment,” said Phil Landfried, 
director of the Target Analysis System 
Program Office at CBP, “some reports 
that used to take 20 hours can now 
be generated in near real time.” 
Moreover, its unique architecture 
enables the organization to avoid 
much of the integration effort, cost, 
and time typically associated with 
database deployment. The massive and 
exponentially growing data sets that 
CBP database applications operate on 
place extremely high demands on the 
storage network. 

Oracle Exadata helps address those 
considerations by pushing SQL 
processing to Oracle Exadata Storage 
Servers. That approach reduces 
the load on the database server 
processor while minimizing bandwidth 
requirements to move data between 
storage and database servers. The 
result is high performance and value 
that dramatically advance CBP’s 
charter to deliver intelligent data 
analysis wherever and whenever  
it is needed.
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Oracle Exadata Infrastructure
The Oracle Exadata environment in 
use at CBP, which is still in the process 
of being built out, includes both 
Oracle Exadata Database Machine 
X2-2 and Oracle Exadata Database 
Machine X2-8. A full rack of Oracle 
Exadata infrastructure includes one of 
the following sets of components:

•	Oracle Exadata Database Machine 
X2-8 includes two eight-socket 
database servers based on the Intel® 
Xeon® processor 7500 series, 14 
Oracle Exadata Storage Servers, and 
InfiniBand* switches. 

•	Oracle Exadata Database Machine 
X2-2 includes eight two-socket 
database servers and 14 Oracle 

Exadata Storage Servers, all based 
on the Intel® Xeon® processor 5600 
series, plus InfiniBand switches.

Table 1 shows the planned 
configurations of Oracle Exadata 
Database Machines in CBP’s 
environment and the current state  
of deployment for each.

In addition to the racks specified in 
Table 1, CBP operates the following 
Oracle Exadata and Exalogic 
infrastructure:

•	Oracle Exadata Database Machine 
X2-2 storage servers (nine full racks), 
configured identically to the Exadata 
Database Machine X2-2 storage 
cells shown in Table 1.

•	Oracle Exalogic* Elastic Cloud 
X2-2 application platform (three 
full racks), with each rack based on 
360 Intel Xeon processor cores at 
2.93 GHz, 2.8-TB RAM, 960-GB 
FlashFire* solid-state drive, and  
40-TB SAS disk storage.

The overall Oracle Exadata 
and Exalogic environment is an 
instantiation of the CBP Target 
Infrastructure and Common Delivery 
Platform, which are described below.

v2 (Full Rack) X2-2 (Half Rack) X2-2 (Full Rack) X2-8 (Full Rack)

Database 
Servers

8 x Oracle Sun Fire*  
X4170 (1U)

4 x Oracle Sun Fire  
X4170 M2 (1U)

8 x Oracle Sun Fire  
X4170 M2 (1U)

2 x Oracle Sun Fire  
X4800 (5U)

Database 
Processors

Intel® Xeon® Processor 
E5540 (quad-core, 2.53 GHz)

Intel® Xeon® Processor 
X5670 (six-core, 2.93 GHz)

Intel Xeon Processor X5670 
(six-core, 2.93 GHz)

Intel Xeon® Processor® X7560 
(eight-core, 2.26 GHz)

Total Database 
Cores 64 48 96 128

Database RAM 576 GB 384 GB 768 GB 2 TB

Storage Cells 14 x Oracle Sun Fire X4275
7 x Oracle Sun Fire X4270 

M2
14 x Oracle Sun Fire X4270 

M2
14 x Oracle Sun Fire X4270 

M2

Storage Cell 
Processors

Intel Xeon Processor E5540 
(quad-core, 2.53 GHz)

Intel Xeon® Processor® 
L5640 (six-core, 2.26 GHz)

Intel Xeon Processor L5640 
(six-core, 2.26 GHz)

Intel Xeon Processor L5640 
(six-core, 2.26 GHz)

Total Storage 
Cell Cores 112 84 168 168

I/O 
Performance 
and Capacity

15K RPM 600-GB SAS or 
2-TB SATA 7.2K RPM disks

15K RPM 600-GB SAS 
(high performance) or 2-TB 
SAS 7.2K RPM disks (high 

capacity)

15K RPM 600-GB SAS 
(high performance) or 2-TB 
SAS 7.2K RPM disks (high 

capacity)

15K RPM 600-GB SAS 
(high performance) or 2-TB 
SAS 7.2K RPM disks (high 

capacity)

Flash Cache 5.3 TB 2.6 TB 5.3 TB 5.3 TB

Delivered 4 2 2 6

table 1. Oracle Exadata* Database Machine rack configurations.
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technology and CBP Operational 
Challenges and Goals
As with many public-sector entities, 
CBP must constantly grapple with 
budgetary challenges and unfunded 
mandates, designing innovative 
ways of doing more with less. The 
organization must funnel a large 
proportion of its budgetary resources 
toward operations and maintenance, 
even as it looks for ways to fund 
technology refresh and infrastructure 
modernization that will enable it 
to deliver better and more efficient 
services in the future.

Oracle Exadata plays a key role in the 
technology evolution that is helping 
CBP meet its goals. For fiscal year 
2011, the priorities mandated to CBP’s 
IT organization included the following:

•	Reduce costs by USD 216 million 
through operating efficiencies 
such as systems modernization, 
automation, and end-to-end 
monitoring and management,  
while maintaining systems 
availability and reliability.

•	Transition infrastructure to standard 
images and commodity-engineered 
solutions, such as the Oracle 
Exadata Database Machine, and 
support green computing.

•	Move systems operations and 
disaster recovery to DHS data 
centers, including functionality 
related to network and security 
operations centers.

Oracle Exadata helps CBP reduce 
costs while preserving quality through 
modernization that reduces overall 
systems footprint, improving efficiency 
in terms of both space requirements 
and power consumption. As a pre-
configured and pre-optimized database 

machine, Oracle Exadata provides 
CBP the ability to efficiently build out 
private clouds for the database tier, 
moving and scaling workloads while 
minimizing implementation-specific 
design and integration.

COTS Helps Change a Culture  
of Customization
As the CBP IT organization made 
the strategic decision to implement 
standards-based systems built around 
Oracle Exadata, it had to educate the 
rest of the organization. To steer CBP 
as a whole from the traditional GOTS 
systems approach toward COTS 
architectures required overcoming 
significant challenges.

In addition to addressing the 
reluctance of individuals who 
preferred to rely on customized 
systems to meet specific goals as 
part of the procurement process, the 
organization needed to mature its 
contracting and program management 
capability. It was necessary for CBP 
to train and transition its technical 
resources from developers and 
operators into managers and architects 
who understand security compliance, 
architecture alignment, technology 
insertion, and COTS integration.

To demonstrate the viability of COTS 
platforms, as opposed to platforms 
developed in-house, CBP used 
proofs of concept, lab testing, and 
demonstrations to fully test the new 
COTS technology. Not only were 
the technical objectives met, but the 
budgetary and TCO advantages of 
using COTS as opposed to GOTS 
also became clear. In particular, since 
a large portion of the organization’s 
total budget is consumed by software 
engineering, the ability to purchase 

standardized hardware to solve 
particular business problems positions 
CBP for ongoing efficiencies.

Engineered Solutions Help Update 
and Standardize IT
Using Oracle Exadata has helped CBP 
streamline procurement by removing 
the need to purchase database 
components one piece at a time. In 
the past, the organization needed 
to undergo multiple procurement 
processes to obtain individual 
components, such as servers, storage 
devices, and network switches. A single  
Oracle Exadata procurement can now 
manage that set of requirements.

In his presentation, “Transforming 
Information Technology Services: 
Reducing Cost and Improving 
Availability,”2 Kenneth M. Ritchhart, 
the deputy assistant commissioner 
and DCIO of CBP, humorously 
likens traditional IT procurement to 
buying a car: ordering the parts from 
multiple catalogs, comparing prices on 
each part, and then contracting with 
multiple firms to hire engineers who 
will assemble those parts into the final 
product. In Ritchhart’s scenario, after 
a year is spent assembling the car, the 
eventual purchaser spends another six 
months getting it to work properly and 
then gets only two miles to the gallon 
from the finished product. The salient 
points of comparison to IT solutions 
include the following:

•	Parts	are	not	guaranteed	to	work	
together.

•	 There	are	too	many	possible	variations 
and a lack of standardization.

•	The	final	product	is	not	optimized	
for best performance or maintenance.

•	There	is	no	overall	warranty.

http://www.actgov.org/knowledgebank/documentsandpresentations/Documents/Program%20Events/Executive%20Session%20featuring%20Ken%20Ritchhart,%20CBP%201-12-11.pdf
http://www.actgov.org/knowledgebank/documentsandpresentations/Documents/Program%20Events/Executive%20Session%20featuring%20Ken%20Ritchhart,%20CBP%201-12-11.pdf
http://www.actgov.org/knowledgebank/documentsandpresentations/Documents/Program%20Events/Executive%20Session%20featuring%20Ken%20Ritchhart,%20CBP%201-12-11.pdf
http://www.actgov.org/knowledgebank/documentsandpresentations/Documents/Program%20Events/Executive%20Session%20featuring%20Ken%20Ritchhart,%20CBP%201-12-11.pdf
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In comparison to that haphazard 
approach, Ritchhart proposes a 
preference for the use of prebuilt 
engineered solutions or machines, a 
practice that he points out addresses 
all of the above concerns. For 
example, Ritchhart’s team deployed 
Oracle Exadata, a complete package 
of servers, storage, networking, and 
software that has been preconfigured 
and pre-optimized to cost-effectively 
deliver extreme performance for all 
database workloads.

CBP Target Architecture
To describe architectural standards, 
design patterns, and guidelines for 
CBP applications, the organization has 
defined the CBP Target Architecture, 
which is illustrated in Figure 1. 
The figure also identifies low-cost, 
standardized application stacks that 
help reduce CBP operations and 
maintenance costs. This strategic, 
standards-based architecture 
framework consists of application, 
infrastructure, and security 

architectures designed to lower costs 
while enabling migration of legacy 
applications to a forward-looking 
environment.

Wolf Tombe, the chief technology 
officer of CBP, highlighted the 
architectural approach by saying, 
“CBP Technical Architecture is a key 
enabler of operationalizing the CBP 
mission needs by providing guiding 
principles based on industry best 
practices and technology-agnostic open 
standards for building applications 
and systems across CBP.” 

Figure 1. Customs and Border Protection’s Enterprise Target Architecture.
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By adopting open architectural 
standards, CBP will reduce costs by 
adopting consistent and standardized 
architecture that facilitates the reuse 
of solution designs and underlying 
infrastructure rather than having to 
create new approaches and solutions 
for each new IT project. The Technical 
Architecture is the key enabler for 
migrating silo-based applications 
and infrastructure environments to a 
common infrastructure platform. The 
Technical Architecture also takes into 
account compliance with required 
federal design standards, further 
reducing the cost of application design.

The CBP Enterprise Target 
Architecture consists primarily  
of the following layers:

•	External and internal access layers 
establish firewall, load-balancing, 
and failover services, while helping 
to minimize the impact of new 
enterprise solutions.

•	The Application layer is based on 
design precepts that are widely 
accepted in the industry and  
serve as the basis for developing 
highly scalable, secure, and  
agile applications.

•	Shared services and infrastructure 
leverage the benefits of commodity 
infrastructure and engineered 
solutions without creating 
dependencies with regard to the 
application and data architectures.

•	The Data layer provides OLTP, 
ODS, EDW, and Data Mart 
capabilities. This layer uses 
Oracle Exadata configured with 
high-availability and site failover 
capabilities.

CBP Common Delivery Platform
As the foundation for CBP 
applications on a multi-tiered 
infrastructure supporting both 
Java* and .NET, CBP developed 
the Common Delivery Platform, the 
conceptual framework for which is 
illustrated in Figure 2. This application 
platform incorporates best practices 
for high availability, performance, 
and security while controlling costs. 
In particular, defined standards for 
software and hardware promote 
interoperability for data, applications, 
and technology. Technological 
diversity is minimized to avoid  
the need to maintain expertise in 
multiple environments.
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Figure 2. Customs and Border Protection’s Common Delivery Platform conceptual architecture.
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To support the goal of enabling 
the underlying infrastructure to 
support applications regardless of the 
technologies they use, the Common 
Delivery Platform makes use of pre-
integrated, scalable hardware and 
software engineered solutions. This 
approach helps reduce integration and 
operational costs, and Oracle Exadata 
is an excellent fit for the Oracle 
database tier in this model. 

Because most of CBP’s large, 
mission-critical databases run on 
Oracle technology, Oracle Exadata 
fit seamlessly into its data center 
environment as existing Oracle databases  
were migrated off of legacy platforms. 
Moreover, the migration to Oracle 
Exadata enabled the consolidation 
of multiple platforms onto a smaller 
number of machines, with very little 
modification of the application code. 
The migration is helping enable 
an environment that is consistent, 
scalable, and simple to deploy.

Strategic Implications
Implementing Oracle Exadata at CBP 
gave the IT organization a means 
to realize turnkey system delivery 
that met its business needs for high 
performance, security, stability, and 
energy efficiency, right out of the 
box. Early successes were realized in 
CBP’s implementation of its primary 
passenger and cargo targeting system 
databases, which support data-
intensive, mission-critical operations 
governing traffic control at borders all 
over the United States.

To date, technology refresh and 
consolidation operations with Oracle 
Exadata have enabled the organization 
to eliminate the following large-scale, 
legacy hardware:

•	Four	Fujitsu	PRIMEPOWER*	 
2500 servers 

•	Two	Fujitsu	PRIMEPOWER*	 
1500 servers

•	Three	IBM	System	p5	595	servers

As this refresh process continues, CBP 
plans to replace approximately 100 
existing server racks with 10 racks and 
migrate other databases to a standard 
Oracle Exadata platform. That 
platform will also be the standard 
for future database implementations 
going forward. In addition to reducing 
the numbers of systems required 
to support existing functionality, 
the migration is expected to reduce 
operating costs while maintaining or 
improving the existing level of services 
the IT organization offers to CBP.

One area where IT management 
anticipates benefits from the 
implementation is the simplification 
of management for the systems. 
Distributed database systems often 
require four to five separate teams 
to manage the various solution 
components. As a result, root-cause 
analysis can be subject to undue 
complexity as multiple vendors claim 
that others are responsible for the 
issues at hand. 

The simpler management and support 
model associated with Oracle Exadata 
removes that complexity, enabling 
CBP to resolve defects more quickly 
and easily. “With legacy systems,” said 
Landfried, “we needed 20 people on 
the phone to troubleshoot a problem, 
whereas the new infrastructure takes 
two or three. That cuts resolution  
time dramatically.”

Joint Platform Value Delivered by 
Intel and Oracle
The ongoing collaborative engineering 
by Intel and Oracle has resulted in a very  
high level of optimization between the 
hardware and software components of 
the Oracle Exadata Database Machine.  
Day-to-day operations at CBP benefit on  
an ongoing basis from the performance,  
security, reliability, and energy-efficiency  
benefits inherent to the platforms:

•	 Intel® Xeon® processor 7500 series 
targets scalable performance for 
data-intensive workloads and 
incorporates advanced reliability 
features for mission-critical 
implementations. Intelligent 
performance automatically adapts  
to the changing needs of CBP’s 
Exadata environment.

•	 Intel® Xeon® processor 5600 series 
targets efficient performance for 
cost-effective implementations 
on mainstream workloads. The 
processor automatically regulates 
power consumption to combine 
industry-leading energy efficiency 
with intelligent performance that 
adapts to CBP workloads.
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Savings in Space, Power, and 
Cooling Resources
The strain on data center cooling 
capacity has been an ongoing challenge 
for CBP, and during the summer of 
2010, the main data center was unable 
to keep up with cooling requirements 
on a number of occasions. The 
ongoing migration of legacy systems 
to Oracle Exadata has helped the 
organization meet this challenge while 
saving on floor space and delivering 
better performance. Migration of 
the targeting database in the fall of 
2010 helped CBP further address this 
challenge. Comparative space and 
power requirements for legacy systems 
and Oracle Exadata, as measured at 
CBP, are shown in Table 2.

Because reduced server power 
consumption directly correlates to 
decreased cooling requirements, 
additional power savings from lower 
demands on the cooling infrastructure 
are realized that are not reflected 
in Table 2. Moreover, the increased 
performance headroom of the Oracle 
Exadata infrastructure provides 
additional space for future growth  
of workloads.

As part of the ongoing overall effort 
to increase quality of operations 
in computing facilities, the U.S. 
Government mandates that all federal 
agencies be subject to the Federal 
Data Center Consolidation Initiative 
(FDCCI). The initiative specifically 
calls out the need for greater energy 
efficiency as one aspect of lower 
IT spending to contribute to deficit 
reduction. Today, CBP is fully 
compliant with the requirements  
under FDCCI, and the migration 
to Oracle Exadata is a substantial 
contributor to that success.

Additional Benefits Relative to 
Large Legacy SMP Servers
Relative to the large-scale SMP servers 
it replaces, Oracle Exadata offers 
a range of economic, strategic, and 
operational benefits, as characterized 
in Table 3. Using this platform, 
CBP is able to support disparate 

Large Legacy Symmetric  
Multi-Processing (SMP) Servers Oracle Exadata* Database Machine

•  Old SMP vertical scaling  
architecture, poorly matched  
with organizational strategy

•  Expensive to purchase and maintain, 
with long lead times

•  Not fully fault tolerant, resulting in 
frequent outages

•  Unable to handle large-scale 
workloads, requiring solution re-
architecting into multiple databases

•  Maintenance complexity created by 
multiple vendors, with no one  
ultimately accountable

• Extreme performance at much lower cost

•  Excellent support for database consolidation

•  Horizontal scale-out architecture using 
commodity processors

•  Very fast InfiniBand* network fabric:  
three 36-port InfiniBand switches where each 
port is capable of 40 gigabits per second in 
each direction

•  Fully fault tolerant with high availability and 
fast failover, Oracle Active Data Guard, and 
Oracle ASM support

•  Robust manageability with Oracle  
Enterprise Manager

table 3. Characteristics of the Oracle Exadata* implementation and large legacy symmetric 
multi-processing servers.

Power 
Consumption (kW)

Space Requirements 
(square feet)

Legacy IBM p5 595 17 50

Legacy Fujitsu 
PRIMEPOWER* 2500 18 48

Legacy Fujitsu 
PRIMEQUEST* 17 48

Oracle Exadata* 
Upgrade 12 16

table 2. Power and space requirements for Oracle Exadata* Database Machines versus 
legacy systems.

application architectures on a common 
infrastructure, increase operational 
agility, better position the organization 
for transition to the cloud, and reduce 
cooling and floor space requirements.
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Facilitating the Transition  
to the Cloud
CBP’s unique requirements with 
regard to security and the protection 
of personally identifiable information 
make migration to the public cloud 
untenable for the time being, until 
public providers have matured their 
security capability and obtained the 
appropriate Federal Information 
Security Management Act (FISMA) 
certifications. 

In order to obtain some of the 
agility and cost benefits of cloud 
computing, CBP has made a strategic 
commitment to adopt a private cloud 
infrastructure. Oracle Exadata is 
a major component of that private 
cloud approach; since Oracle Exadata 
provides extreme performance for all 
database workloads, scales easily, and 
has built-in workload management 
capabilities, it is the ideal platform for 
consolidating onto private clouds. 

Current and Expected Results  
at CBP
A scalable grid made up of Oracle 
Exadata systems has helped the 
organization address a long-
standing tradeoff between scalability, 
availability, and cost that has 
traditionally hampered its ability to 
innovate around new infrastructure 
and services. The organization 
achieved the following results from  
its initial implementation:

•	Fast installation. Systems were 
installed and ready to load within 
seven days.2

•	High performance. Compared to 
the legacy SMP architecture, online 
queries were completed, on average, 
10x faster and batch queries 77x 
faster, completing in 35 seconds 
versus 45 minutes.2

•	Storage efficiency. The 
implementation freed up more  
than a petabyte of expensive  
SAN storage.2

In addition to performance, security, 
stability, and energy-efficiency 
advantages, CBP also realizes 
significant benefits with regard to 
the efficiency of daily IT operations. 
As a self-contained machine, Oracle 
Exadata reduces the complexity and 
time requirements associated with 
troubleshooting across domains  
and organizations. 

Automation Provides  
Better Support for Service  
Level Agreements
The new infrastructure has robust 
capabilities with regard to automation 
that can alert CBP teams when 
system maintenance is required, 
and the organization has begun to 
identify areas where this capability 
could be very advantageous as their 
implementation continues to progress. 
Performance figures are available 
from a single, centralized source 
within Oracle Grid Control, which 
has great potential to save time and 
effort in the analysis of how systems 
are performing at the network, 
application, disk, and database levels.

Standardization and Flexibility 
Enhance Ease of Integration
The strategy enables CBP to 
significantly reduce the number of 
platforms and point solutions it must 
manage. This change is helping the 
organization dramatically simplify  
its system management framework  
and reduce the people, agents,  
and products used to support  
the framework. 

Moreover, by providing a consistent, 
scalable platform that’s tuned to 
Oracle WebLogic* and the rest of the 
Oracle Fusion* Middleware stack, 
Oracle Exadata makes adoption 
of architectural concepts, such as 
SOA, simpler and easier. Consistent 
platforms also mean that security 
configuration and monitoring are  
more repeatable and reliable.

Homogenous Environment 
Improves System Management 
and Maintainability
The Oracle Exadata environment has 
helped CBP address ongoing system 
management challenges through higher 
performance, as well as the built-in 
cluster management and unified  
OS stack. 

The pre-configured nature of Oracle 
Exadata gives CBP the ability to take 
advantage of cutting-edge hardware 
and software technology with 
dramatically reduced configuration 
and system integration requirements, 
radically lowering the risk of adoption. 
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Figure 3. Oracle Exadata* enterprise infrastructure management.
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In addition to those characteristics, 
Oracle Exadata also simplifies 
system management and improves 
maintainability, as illustrated in  
Figure 3.

Enterprise infrastructure management 
in the Oracle Exadata environment 
supports an iterative life cycle 
approach, including the stages of 
deployment, testing, monitoring, 
managing, and maintenance. 
Maintainability is facilitated by a 

simplified ability to implement and 
take full advantage of enterprise 
management tools, including 
integrated patch management. 
Moreover, the environment is 
compatible with the development  
tools and applications that support 
Oracle Database.
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COnClUSIOn

Oracle Exadata is a vital component of CBP’s compute infrastructure and has 
enabled the agency to standardize and modernize its IT operations in support 
of its key goals. The systems have dramatically improved performance, with 
excellent reliability for systems that must stay available 24x7x365. As part of 
a larger initiative toward preconfigured machines, Exadata has provided an 
excellent proof of concept, in addition to being a robust production system  
that continues to grow in scope and importance.

The Intel architecture-based server platforms that underlie the Oracle Exadata 
Database Machine deliver significant strategic and tactical advantages to the 
agency. Intelligent performance supports very large, demanding workloads, 
advanced reliability and security deliver high availability and data protection, and  
energy efficiency lowers operating expenses and supports green computing goals. 

While neither DHS nor CBP endorses Oracle Exadata, the organizations have 
been very pleased with the implementation to date, and they are executing 
plans to enlarge the use of Oracle Exadata. Building more intelligence into its 
technology infrastructure with Oracle Exadata is helping keep the U.S. borders 
secure and the operations behind the scenes more robust and cost-effective.

aCROnymS
aES Advanced Encryption Standard 

aSm Automatic Storage Management

CBP Customs and Border Protection

COtS Commercial Off-the-Shelf

CPU Central Processing Unit

DCIO Deputy Chief Information Officer

DHS Department of Homeland Security

EDW Enterprise Data Warehouse

FISma  Federal Information Security 
Management Act

GOtS Government Off-the-Shelf

I/O Input/Output

It Information Technology

naS Network-Attached Storage

ODS Operational Data Store

OltP Online Transaction Processing

San Storage Area Network

Sla Service-Level Agreement

SmP Symmetric Multi-Processing

SOa Service-Oriented Architecture



1 Result reported by U.S. Department of Homeland Security Customs and Border Protection, Targeting & Analysis Systems Program Office.

2 www.actgov.org/knowledgebank/documentsandpresentations/Documents/Program%20Events/ Executive%20Session%20featuring%20Ken%20Ritchhart,%20CBP%201-12-11.pdf. 
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